
Operation Dauntless 
 

Unit Preview: A Comparison of the British Rifle Battalion and                    

German Panzergrenadier Battalion 

 

This time, let’s take a comparative look at the British and German infantry formations featured in the 

game.  

 

Below and next page: British infantry in Normandy. 

 

 



 

Below: British troops advance through a wheat field at the start of Operation Epsom (June 26, 1944). 

 

  



Below are some of my latest homemade playtest counters, current as of 8-26-11. Please note that these are 

for playtesting purposes only. They are not final versions! 

 

Above: The British 4th Battalion, Lincolnshire Regiment (Lincolns), 146th Infantry Brigade, 49th "West 

Riding" Infantry Division (aka "the Polar Bears"). Not shown: A small number of carrier units for 

transporting the mortars, MGs and AT guns. These single-sided transport carrier units are not to be 

confused with the battalion's heavily armed (and double-sided) carrier platoon, shown above at far right.  

 

Below: 3rd Battalion (mechanized), 26th Panzergrendier Regiment, 12th SS Panzer Division. 

 

Note: The two green truck units at lower right are part of 2nd (motorized) battalion, not 3rd (mechanized) 

battalion; both battalions are both featured in the game.  

 

Stats are as follows:  

 

Top left: Anti-Tank Strength (with AT range, in hexes, in superscript. If not AT range is given, the 

range is 0 hexes, representing weapons such as grenades, PIATs, and panzerfausts)  

 

Top right: Armor (if a vehicle)  

 



Bottom left: Combat Strength (used in adjacent hex combats)  

Bottom middle: Ranged Attack Strength (with range, in hexes, shown in superscript)  

 

Bottom right: Movement Allowance 

 

Below and next page: Young Panzergrenadiers of 12th SS Panzer Division in Normandy. The average 

age of non-commissioned officers was 17-18 years old for this unit. 

 

 



 

 

 

Above: A SdKfz 251/1 half-track of 12th SS Panzer Pioneer Battalion. 



At a glance, the German battalion seems to have a real advantage. Not only do their infantry have superior 

stats, but just have a look at the wealth and variety of supporting AFVs...  including all those SdKfz 

251/16 flame-thrower half-tracks!  But of course, the counters don't tell the entire story. 

For starters, both British and German infantry companies reduce to a Combat Strength of 3 on their flip 

sides (British companies drop from 4 to 3, while Germans drop from 7 to 3) representing a serious 

shortage of manpower for the Germans. The Germans have superior weapons, and plenty of them, but 

they suffer from a lack of ammunition and replacement troops.  

 

Furthermore, the German companies suffer a negative DRM on the Recovery Table, for the very same 

reasons. Thus it is much easier for a reduced British company to recover to full strength than it is for a 

reduced German company to do the same.  

 

And it gets worse for the Germans. While weaker, the British battalion shown above is one of ten 

battalions featured in the game, while the German panzergrenadier battalion is one of only three such 

battalions, plus the Aufklarungabteilung 12 ("Armored Recon Detachment", featured below in light blue) 

which can put up quite a fight in their own right.  

 

Homemade playtest counters - not final art!  Note that the infantry guns of 5. Kompanie still need an icon. 

Also, the armored cars shown in 1. Kompanie (art by Michael Evans) are of the wrong type; this will be 

fixed in the future. 

 

This formation is available as a Variable Reinforcement in some scenarios, including the campaign, 

although one or more platoons are automatically available as a frontline fighting force in many scenarios. 



The number of platoon sized scout infantry units in Aufklarungabteilung 12 give the armored recon 

detachment additional coverage and flexibility. 

Below: Armored reconnaissance troops of 12th SS Panzer Division in Caen, June 1944. 

 

 

Above: SdKfz 232 armored car. 



Making matters even worse for the Germans, the British player has massive artillery assets at his disposal 

(including aircraft and naval guns), while the German player has only meager artillery assets.  
 

The British player also has the support of the entire 8th Armoured Brigade, featured here. 

 

 



Below: A Sherman tank of 24th Lancers, 8th Armoured Brigade. 

 

Below: British infantry and armour attempted to work in close coordination during Operation Dauntlessz 

(aka Operation Martlet), with mixed results. 

 



By comparison, in most scenarios the German player has only one company (3 platoon-sized units) of 

panzer IV tanks available on a permanent basis, and these are often partially depleted, meaning one or 

more units on their reduced side.   This is 8. Kompanie (8
th
 Company).  These guys will see a lot of action 

in the game!  They were the topic of one of my previous unit preview articles, now posted at the GMT 

website.  Homemade playtest counters - not final art! 

 

Below: The same Panzer IVh tank of 8./ II./ 12SSPR, shown in action (top) and destroyed (bottom).  The 

destroyed panzer has its turret trained to the rear.  It is being towed by a British Cromwell recovery 

vehicle. 

 

 



Below: Panzer IV tank en route to the front in Normandy. 

 

The German player also has the possibility of sacrificing Victory Points to bring in additional panzers or 

superior Panthers or Tigers as Variable Reinforcements.  

Below: Panzers and Panthers of 12
th
 SS Panzer Regiment.  Homemade playtest counters - not final art! 

 

 



 

Below: Panzers of 5. Kompanie / II . / 12SSPR.   

 

 

Note: The three Panzer IVh platoons of 5. Kompanie are featured in the game as Variable Reinforcements 

(see dark green counters on preceding page). 



Below: German infantry of 12th SS Panzer Division in Normandy, scouting the way for a Panther of I. 

Battalion, 12
th
 SS Panzer Regiment. 

 

Below: A Panther of I. Battalion, 12
th
 SS Panzer Regiment. 

 



Below: The Tigers of 101st Heavy Panzer Battalion, also Variable Reinforcements. Homemade playtest 

counters - not final art!  This Battalion consists of two companies of three Tiger platoons each. 

 

Below: Tiger 1E tank. 

 

Below: A knocked out Tiger of 101
st
 Heavy Panzer Battalion. 

 



So who has the advantage? 

 

In game terms, it’s hard to say.  I've attempted to craft the victory conditions such that the game is as 

evenly matched as possible.  

 

The British, with their overwhelming artillery, air, and tank support, clearly have the ability to either push 

back or destroy the Germans. The Germans cannot hope for a win in the strategic sense. Over the long 

term, they need to perform a well-executed fighting retreat, or they will die.  

 

Below: 12th SS "Hitlerjugend" prisoner. 

 

Below: Destroyed Panzer tank in Normandy. 

 

But the Germans have "teeth" and they can cause a high number of British losses as the game progresses. 

The British morale is rather brittle and the Brits adhere to Monty's creed of "casualty conservation", 

taking their time in order to lay down massive "crawling" artillery barrages before assaulting German 

held villages and strong points.  



The victory conditions do not give the British player the luxury of sacrificing units willy-nilly. So if the 

German player can inflict enough losses and/or buy enough time, he can win the game.  

 

Below: Germans examine a destroyed Sherman tank - "Blondie". 

 

Below: The British examine a destroyed Panzer IV of 5
th
 Kompanie. 

 

Thanks for looking! 


